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Abstract
In bilaterians, COUP-TF nuclear receptors participate in neurogenesis and/or CNS patterning. In hydra, the nervous system is formed of sensory mechanoreceptor cells (nematocytes) and neuronal cells, both lineages deriving from a common stem cell. The hydra COUP-TF gene, hyCOUP-TF, which encodes highly conserved DNA-binding and ligand-binding domains, belongs to the monophyletic COUP-TFs orphan receptor family (NR2F). In adult polyps, hyCOUP-TF is expressed in nematoblasts and a subset of neuronal cells. Comparative BrDU labeling analyses performed on cells expressing either hyCOUP-TF or the paired-like gene prdl-b showed that prdl-b expression corresponded to early stages of proliferation, while hyCOUP-TF was detected slightly later. HyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells disappeared in sf-1 mutants becoming “nerve-free”. Moreover hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expression was excluded from regions undergoing developmental processes. These data suggest that hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b belong to a genetic network that appeared together with neurogenesis during early metazoan evolution. The hyCOUP-TF protein specifically bound onto the [...]
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ABSTRACT

In bilaterians COUP-TF nuclear receptors participate in neurogenesis and/or CNS patterning. In hydra, the nervous system is formed of sensory mechanoreceptor cells (nematocytes) and neuronal cells, both lineages deriving from a common stem cell. The hydra COUP-TF gene, hyCOUP-TF, which encodes highly conserved DNA-binding and ligand-binding domains, belongs to the monophyletic COUP-TFs orphan receptor family (NR2F). In adult polyps, hyCOUP-TF is expressed in nematoblasts and a subset of neuronal cells. Comparative BrDU labeling analyses performed on cells expressing either hyCOUP-TF or the paired-like gene prdl-b showed that prdl-b expression corresponded to early stages of proliferation, while hyCOUP-TF was detected slightly later. hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells disappeared in sf-1 mutants becoming “nerve-free”. Moreover hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expression was excluded from regions undergoing developmental processes. These data suggest that hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b belong to a genetic network that appeared together with neurogenesis during early metazoan evolution. The hyCOUP-TF protein specifically bound onto the evolutionarily-conserved DR1 and DR5 response elements, and repressed transactivation induced by RAR:RXR nuclear receptors in a dose-dependent manner when expressed in mammalian cells. Hence a cnidarian transcription factor can be active in vertebrate cells, implying that functional interactions between COUP-TF and other nuclear receptors were evolutionarily conserved.

INTRODUCTION

Hydra is a freshwater bilayered animal, organised as a tube with at one extremity, a single opening surrounded by a ring of tentacles, defining the head region, and at the other, a basal disc used by the animal to attach to the substrate. Hydra belongs to the Cnidaria, which together with Ctenophora are the first metazoan phyla in the animal kingdom to differentiate highly specialized cell types such as myoepithelial cells, nematocytes and neurons. The emergence of active movements and feeding behavior, which relies on the presence of a nervous system, is a major hallmark of metazoan organization. Therefore hydra represents an excellent model to study molecular mechanisms implicated in the early differentiation of nervous systems in animal evolution. Moreover, cnidarians also provide a model system for developmental biology, since they display an oral-aboral patterning process, a process easily amenable to experimentation during budding, regeneration, transplantation and reaggregation (Holstein et al., 2003).

In cnidarians, active behaviors rely on a simple nervous system, composed of nerve cells, either sensory or ganglia, and nematocytes, which are mechanoreceptor cells, specific to the Cnidaria phylum. In hydra, nematocytes are abundant, representing 35% of all cell types (David, 1973), particularly in tentacles where they are responsible for the food capture (Tardent, 1995). The cnidocil apparatus of nematocytes displays similarities with cnidocils present in sensory cells of nematodes, insects and vertebrates and might thus represent a progenitor of metazoan mechanoreceptors (Holstein and Hausmann, 1988; Holtmann and Thurm, 2001b). Upon stimulation of their cnidocil by a prey, nematocytes discharge a highly osmotically
pressed capsule named nematocyst that contains anions and toxins. This discharge process occurs in few milliseconds (Holstein and Tardent, 1984) and can function independently of the nervous system (Aerne et al., 1991). Thus, nematocytes can be considered as autonomous receptor-effector units, even though synaptic connections to nerve cells were demonstrated ultrastructurally (Westfall, 1996; Westfall et al., 2002) and shown to regulate their activity (Holtmann and Thurm, 2001a; Kass-Simon and Scappaticci, 2002). The neuronal and nematocyte cell lineages derive from a common stem cell, a pluripotent interstitial cell, which can also differentiate towards the gland cell lineage and the gametes (Bode, 1996). In hydra, precursor cells to nerve cells are blocked in G2 and, upon appropriate signaling, undergo a limited number of mitotic events that will provide mature nerve cells (Schaller et al., 1989). In contrast, precursors to nematocytes (nematoblasts), which are located in the ectodermal layer along the body column, undergo a variable number of synchronous divisions, from 3 to 5, forming nests of cells communicating by cytoplasmic bridges, before differentiating the nematocyst, a sophisticated Golgi-derived intracellular structure (Lehn, 1951; Rich and Tardent, 1969; Tardent, 1995). Nematocysts can be of four different types, stenoteles, desmonemes, holotrichous and atrichous isorhiza (see in (Holstein and Emschermann, 1995), according to a body axis position-dependent differentiation process (Fujisawa et al., 1986). Once harboring mature capsules, most nematocytes will migrate towards the tentacles according to a guiding process (Weber et al., 1978; Campbell and Marcum, 1980).

The underlying genetic mechanisms responsible for the emergence of mechanoreceptor and neuronal cell types along evolution are still poorly understood (Anderson, 1990; Mackie, 1990); however the cnidarian version of a dozen genes known to regulate neurogenesis in bilaterian species was characterized within the last ten years. Among those, four gene families were shown to be expressed in the nematocyte lineage in hydra: CnASH, the Achaetescute homolog (Greens et al., 1995), prdl-b, a paired-like homeogene (Gauchat et al., 1998), hyZic, a Zic homolog (Lindgens et al., 2004) and hyDkk3, the Dickkopf-3 homolog (Fedders et al., 2004).

In this paper, we focused on the cellular and developmental regulation of the hydra COUP-TF homolog gene (Escriva et al., 1997) and used the prdl-b gene for comparative cell analyses. COUP-TFs genes bring a major contribution to neurogenesis and neurophysiology in vertebrates (Pereira et al., 2000; Cooney et al., 2001) and also affect the development of nervous system in Drosophila (Modzik et al., 1990) and amphioxus (Langlois et al., 2000). Nuclear receptors (NRs) are ligand-dependent transcription factors, activated by steroid hormones, and non-steroid molecules such as retinoic acid, thyroid hormone and vitamin D (Moras and Gronemeyer, 1998). However, no cognate ligand was identified for the COUP-TFs and EAR-2 NR, which are therefore considered as “orphan” NR (Giguere, 1999). Together with the HNF4 (NR2A), RXR (NR2B), TR2/4 (NR2C), DHR78 (NR2D) and TLR (NR2E) NRs, COUP-TFs (NR2F) define the class II of the NR superfamily (Nuclear Receptor Nomenclature Committee, 1999). COUP-TF homologs were identified in a wide range of metazoans from cnidarians to protostomes and deuterostomes (Escriva et al., 1997; Langlois et al., 2000; Grasso et al., 2001; Devine et al., 2002), showing an extensive degree of sequence identity in the DNA-binding domain (C domain) and the ligand-binding domain (E domain). In cnidarians, a COUP-TF gene was detected in hydra, RXR and FTZ-F1 genes in the Anemonia sulcata (Escriva et al., 1997), a RXR homolog was characterized in the jellyfish Tripedalia cystophora (Kostrouch et al., 1998) and more recently, six distinct NR genes with clearly identifiable DNA-binding and ligand-binding domains were isolated in the coral Acropora millipora (Grasso et al., 2001), four of them being assessed to the class II NR. These results demonstrate that COUP-TF and RXR genes appeared very early during metazoan evolution, before the divergence between Cnidaria and Bilateria. Moreover, their high degree of conservation in the functional domains implies that they support essential functions among all metazoans. In this paper, we show that hyCOUP-TF like the paired-like gene prdl-b is expressed in both, nematocyte and neuronal cell lineages, as well as in a subset of interstitial stem cells. In the temperature-sensitive sf-1 mutant that eliminates its interstitial cell lineage at non-permissive temperature hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells disappear. In addition measurements of the BrdU labeling indexes in hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells clearly show that both genes are induced at early stages of the nematocyte pathway, although with different kinetics and distinct regulations along this pathway. Finally, when expressed in mammalian cells, hyCOUP-TF is able to repress transactivation of reporter constructs induced by RAR:RXR NR.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Hydra culture, regeneration experiments and production of “nerve free” animals

Hydra vulgaris (Hv) from the Zürich (gift of S. Hoffmeister) and Holland (gift from D. Campbell) strains, Hydra magnipapillata (Hm) from the Hm 105 and sf-1 strains (gift from T. Hosleitn) or AEP Hydra
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**Figure 1:** (A) Scheme depicting the four distinct types of hyCOP-TF cDNAs isolated from Hydra vulgaris. These cDNAs encode either the C and D domains (type I), or the D, E and F domains (types II, III and IV) and differ by their unrelated distinct 5' UTR sequences. The position and the orientation of the C1, C2, C3, C4, D, E2 primers used in the RT-PCR experiment described in C are indicated. (B) Northern analysis of mRNA prepared from intact hydra showing two main bands indicated by arrows. (C) RT-PCR products obtained with each of the forward primers (D, C1, C2, C3, C4) in combination with the E2 primer. Only cDNAs corresponding to D+E [lane D] or C+E [lane C1] domains were amplified. M: marker. (D) Scheme describing the structure of the hyCOP-TF isoforms whose deduced sequences are aligned in E, and the chimeric constructs used in functional assays. The hyCOP-TF1 isoform, which was confirmed by RT-PCR in C (lane D), was produced by assembling overlapping type I and III cDNAs. Two distinct isoforms were characterized from the RT-PCR products shown in C (lane C1): hyCOP-TF2 and hyCOP-TF3, each of them encoding two distinct putative translation products. For the hyCOP-chim1 construct, 25 residues including 21 residues of the huCOP-TF1 C domain missing in the type I cDNA were inserted in front of hyCOP-TF1. For the hyCOP-chim2 construct, the full huCOP-TF1 N-terminus (A/B and partial C domains) was inserted in front of hyCOP-TF1. Initiation codons are indicated with horizontal arrows, stop codons with stars. (E) Alignment of the 5 putative hyCOP-TF isoforms sequences deduced from the different cDNAs (given in supplement 1) and the three distinct RT-PCR product sequences (given in supplement 3). Residues in italics correspond to the human N-terminal part of the C-domain (grey background). Accession numbers: hyCOP-TF1: Y69063; hyCOP-TF2: Y69063; hyCOP-TF3: Y69063.

*Hydra vulgaris* (gift from T. Bosch) were cultured in hydra medium (HM: 1 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM KCl, 0.1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM Tris pH 7.6) and fed five days a week with hatched *Artemia nauplii*. After a two days starvation period, regeneration experiments were performed at 19°C on budless hydra, bisected at mid-gastric position. Sexual hydra were either collected among the Hv Holland strain or obtained from the Hv
AEP strain after induction (Martin et al., 1997). In order to obtain “nerve free” hydra, sf-1 hydra were induced at 26°C for two days (Marcum et al., 1980).

**Isolation of hyCOUP-TF cDNAs**

A 117 bp PCR fragment corresponding to the hyCOUP-TF gene (Escriva et al., 1997) was used as a probe to screen a lambda-gt11 Hv cDNA library (gift from C. Schaller). A single clone, named cDNA type I, 981 bp long, was isolated out of 10^6 phages. The region of this clone encompassing the C and D domains was used to screen a second cDNA library prepared from adult hydra polyps (gift from H. Bode). Hybridization were performed overnight at 37°C in 40% formamide, 7x SSC, 5X Denhardt’s solution, 0.5% SDS, 0.1 mg/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA. Membranes were washed twice in 2x SSC, then 0.1x SSC at 37°C for 15 min. The inserts were subcloned in BlueScript vectors and sequenced on both strands.

**Phylogenetic analysis of the hydra COUP sequences**

NR sequences related to the deduced hyCOUP-TF protein were collected on databases using the Blast search on the Expasy server (www.expasy.org). 51 representative sequences were selected and aligned (see supplement 4) using ClustalW at the Pole Bioinformatique Lyonnais (http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr) and the Genetic Data Environment 2.2 software (Larsen et al., 1993). Sequences and alignments can be found on Nurebase: http://ens-lyon/LBMC/laudet/ nurebase.html (Duarte et al., 2002). Phylogenetic analyses were performed on sequences corresponding either to the C-F domains (318 residues after pairwise gap removal), or only the C domain (60 residues) following the procedure previously described (Galliot et al., 1999).

**Human-hydra hybrid constructs**

The hyCOUP-chim1 clone was constructed by the “overlap extension” mutagenesis technique (Yon and Fried, 1989) using the hyCOUP-TF type I and type III cDNAs as templates and adding 25 residues (MQQHIECVVCGDKSSGKHYGQFTCE) from the evolutionarily-conserved N-terminus of the huCOUP-TF1 C domain to the hyCOUP-TF N-terminus. Three consecutive PCR were performed using the following primers: 5C-hu: attatgacagcacacacatcgtgctg, 3C-hu: tcgctaatgtctgcgttga-ga-aaaac, 5D-hy: ctagataatggcaatggtagcagc, 5C-chim: aagaattcctaacgcgaagcattagaga, 3D-hy: tgtatgcttataattgcgtg, 3ot-hy: cattgatcactaca-gagcag. PCR1 amplified 3 distinct templates: huCOUP-TF1 (5C-hu, 3C-hu primers), hyCOUP-TF type I (5C-hy, 3D-hy primers) and hyCOUP-TF type III (5D-hy, 3ot-hy primers). PCR2 was performed on 200 ng of the previously amplified and annealed hyCOUP-TF type I and type III fragments, and provided the full hyCOUP-TF1 (5C-hy, 3ot-hy primers). Finally, PCR3 was performed on 200 ng of the previously amplified huCOUP-TF1 (PCR1) and full hyCOUP-TF (PCR2) fragments using the 5C-hu and 3ot-hy primers. Profiles of PCR1, PCR2 and PCR3 were identical (94°C 10 min, [94°C 30 sec, 45°C 30 sec, 72°C 2 min] x5, [94°C 30 sec, 45°C 30 sec, 72°C 1 min] x20, 72°C 7 min). The PCR3 amplification product (hyCOUP-chim1, 1438 bp) was cloned into the pCR-TOPo vector (Invitrogen) and sequenced. The hyCOUP-chim2 clone was constructed similarly by adding to the 5’ end of hyCOUP-chim1 the region corresponding to the A/B domain of huCOUP-TF (94 residues). The GC-rich 271 bp fragment encompassing the hyCOUP-TF1 5’ end was first amplified with the huCOUP-for1 (tagattatggcaatggtagttagcagc) and huCOUP-rev2 (ccccgcaccacgcctcagtgctgctg) primers using the Advantage GC cDNA polymerase mix (Clontech) 1/5 (94°C 5 min, [94°C 30 sec, 49°C 1 min, 72°C 1 min] 30x, 72°C 10 min). The hyCOUP-chim1 fragment was amplified with the COUP-chim1.1 (cacagcaccactcag-aggctg) and COUP-chim1.2 (cattgtatcactaca-gagcagcagcagcagcagc) primers using the Qiagen Taq polymerase (94°C 5 min, [94°C 30 sec, 53°C 1 min, 72°C 2 min] 30x, 72°C 10 min). Both fragments were purified from gel, mixed, purified again (ROCHE, High Pure PCR Product Purification Kit) and then annealed in the absence of any primers but in the presence of Advantage GC cDNA polymerase mix, Taq polymerase (50X Taq mix used 1x), dNTP (0.2 mM each), GC cDNA PCR reaction buffer for 15 min at 45°C after denaturation (94°C 5 min) following a slow temperature downshift (1°C per minute). The hyCOUP-for2 (ccccagatgcttgaagcattacgac) and COUP-chim1.2 primers were subsequently added and the 1710 bp hybrid product was amplified (94°C 5 min, [94°C 30 sec, 53°C 1 min, 72°C 2 min] 30x, 72°C 10 min). After reamplification, the hyCOUP-chim2 PCR product was first sub-cloned into the pDrive vector (Qiagen), digested BamHI /SalI and then inserted into the pSG5 vector at the BamHI site for eukaryotic expression.

**In situ hybridization (ISH)**

Standard in situ hybridization was performed on whole mount animals, following the procedures described in (Grens et al., 1996). The digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled hyCOUP-TF riboprobe was prepared after PstI digestion of the hyCOUP-TF type I cDNA (800 bp); the DIG-labelled prdl-b riboprobe, after NsiI digestion of the prdl-b cDNA (clone 33, 700 bp). After NBT-BCIP staining, animals were stained with DAPI (0.01 µg/ml in PBS) for 2 to 5 min at RT, then washed 2x 5 min in PBS and once in water. Samples were mounted in DABCO (Sigma) and nests were counted on a Zeiss Axiosplan2 microscope. For cell-type determination, 10 µm cryosections were performed after NBT/BCIP or Fast Red staining. Double-labeling in situ hybridization was carried out in the InSituPro robot (INTAVIS Bioanalytical Instruments AG) as pre-
**FIGURE 2**: Alignment of various COUP-TFI group members with the eukaryotic COUP-TFI homologs, by COUP-TFI and AmNR7. Identical amino acid positions are indicated by dashes; dots correspond to gaps. The A/B and F regions were not included since too variable.

The C domain is boxed. The eukaryotic domain is boxed. The consensus shows residues conserved from eukaryotes to bilateria. COUP-TFI was derived, residues written in lowercase indicate conservative substitutions. Accession numbers of the various sequences: **HyCOUP-TFI**: U93425; AmNR7: trq Q5SWF7; COUP_TFI Hs: spslP10589; COUP_TFI XI: trq Q9W745; COUP_TFI XI trq Q91720; EAR2 Mm: spslP43136; COUP Bf: AY211769; COUP Sp: trq Q26641; Bm: trq Q96949; NHR-Ae trq Q9BMU6; SVM Mm: spslP16375; RXR Mm: X66223; RXR Tc: AF091121.
plasmids were used to produce the corresponding
hyCOUP-chim1, hyCOUP-chim2 and amphiCOUP
Gel retardation assays (1:500, Molecular Probes), washed again in PBS, during 6 hours at RT in the robot. Unbound antibodies were removed by numerous washes in MAB (100 mM maleic acid, 150 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5): 4x 12 min, 4x 30 min, 4x 1 hour, 2x 2 hours. Animals were then washed in TNT buffer (150 mM NaCl, 100mM Tris HCl, pH7.5, 0.05% Tween-20) 3x 5 min and incubated in biotinyl-tyramide mix diluted in the amplification buffer (1:50, PerkinElmer Life Sciences) for 30 min at RT, before being washed again in TNT buffer 3x 5 min. Alexa-488-conjugated streptavidin antibody (1:100, Molecular Probes) was added in the amplification buffer and incubation was carried out at RT for 30 min. Animals were subsequently washed in TNT buffer 3x 5 min and stained with Fast Red (DAKO Cytomation) for 15-90 min at RT in the dark. Staining was stopped by washing in TNT buffer 3x 5 min at RT. Samples were mounted as above and screened for fluorescent signals on a Zeiss Axioplan2 microscope equipped with the FITC, rhodamine and DAPI filters.

Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling
Hydra were starved for one day and then exposed to 5 mM BrdU (Sigma) for variable periods of time as indicated. Animals were then fixed in PFA 4% and processed for in situ hybridization. After riboprobe detection, animals were washed in PBST (PBS, 0.1% Triton X100) 3x 5 min, treated with 2N HCl for DNA denaturation for 40 min at RT, washed in PBST at least 5x over 15 min and then incubated with the anti-BrdU antibody (1:20, BrdU labeling and detection Kit I Roche) for 1 hour at 37°C. After 3 washes in PBS animals were incubated for 3 hours at RT with the anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 antibody (1:500, Molecular Probes), washed again in PBS, mounted in Mowiol and screened for fluorescence as given above. Counting of nests displaying BrdU labeled nuclei was performed with the 100x objective on 40 to 100 nests per animal expressing either hyCOUP-TF or prdl-b and a minimum of 5 animals was counted for each condition.

Gel retardation assays
The hyCOUP-chim1, hyCOUP-chim2 and amphiCOUP plasmids were used to produce the corresponding proteins in reticulocyte lysate according to the supplier procedure (TnT kit, Promega). The double-stranded oligonucleotides DR1: ccgcattgctgtaagctcagctcagta, DR5: cgattggtcagagctcagctcagta and unr: cggagaggtcgacatccccaca-acc (Langlois et al., 2000) were labeled and incubated for binding as in (Galliot et al., 1995). For supershifts experiments, the polyclonal anti-huCOUP-TF1 T19 antibody (SantaCruz Biotechnology) was preincubated with 2.5 µl protein lysate for 15 min on ice. Then 10 fmole of the end-labelled DR5 were added and incubation was continued for 15 min at RT. Samples were loaded on 4% PAGE and run at 150 volts at RT with recycling buffer.

Transactivation assays in mammalian cells
Ros 17.2/8 (rat osteosarcoma) cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS). A total of 1.5x10^5 cells in 24-well plates was transfected using 4 µl ExGen500 (Euromedex) with 1.0 µg total DNA including 0.1 µg reporter plasmid, 5 ng of AmphiRAR and AmphiRXR each and increasing amounts of AmphiCOUP (10 to 500 ng) and hyCOUP-chim2 (100 to 1000 ng). AmphiRAR, AmphiRXR, AmphiCOUP and hyCOUP-chim2 were cloned into the pSG5 expression vector (Stratagene). Three tandem repeats of oligonucleotides encompassing consensus DR5 sequence were inserted into the pGL2-promoter vector (Promega). The culture medium was changed 6 hours after transfection and all-trans retinoic acid (RA) was added in DMSO to 10^-8 M final. Cells were lysed 24 hours after transfection and assayed for luciferase activity.

RESULTS
Isolation of multiple hyCOUP-TF isoforms in Hydra
A 117 bp probe corresponding to the hyCOUP-TF C domain was previously obtained from a PCR screen for NR in various metazoans (Escriva et al., 1997) and used for screening a Hydra vulgaris (Hy) cDNA library. A 981 bp long clone (cDNA type I) was isolated encoding a partial C-domain (60 residues), 81% identical to that of the human COUP-TFI (huCOUP-TFI) protein and a less conserved D domain (Fig. 1A and supplement 1). Upstream to the region encoding the C domain, a 686 bp divergent DNA stretch containing a stop codon at position 663 was found. In order to obtain full length cDNAs, the conserved regions of this cDNA were used to screen a second library. Ten distinct new clones were isolated, representing 3 distinct classes of cDNAs (types II, III and IV) all encoding ORFs showing similarities with the COUP-TF D and E domains, but lacking the C domain (Fig. 1A and supplements 1, 2). Thus these cDNAs only shared the D domain with the cDNA type I. These 3 types of cDNAs exhibited variable and divergent 5’ sequences, bearing no sequence identity.
to any sequence, but containing stop codons and thus likely representing non-coding sequences (described in supplemental data). Surprisingly, these 5' sequences diverged at the exact same position, at the boundary between the C and D domains (position 831 in cDNA type I, supplement 2B).

In order to confirm the presence of such transcripts, RT-PCRs on total RNA from hydra lower halves taken 3h after bisection were performed using specific primers located along the C (C1), D (D), and E (E2) domains and on the four divergent 5' sequences of cDNAs type I, II, III and IV (C0, C2, C3, C4 respectively, Fig. 1A). The RT-PCRs that used primers located at the 5' divergent regions failed to amplify any DNA fragment (Fig. 1C and not shown). Moreover, despite several attempts (inverted PCR, genomic library screening, PCR with conserved oligonucleotides), we were unable to isolate the corresponding genomic region. Since the divergent 5' regions of the various cDNAs were not detected by RT-PCR, we suspect that these cDNAs represented chimeric cDNA library artifacts. In contrast, the RT-PCRs that used the D+E2 primers detected one main PCR product while at least two distinct products were detected with the C1+E2 pair of primers (Fig. 1C). Interestingly, Northern analysis detected two main bands in the range of 3 and 3.5 kb, confirming thus the presence of at least two distinct hyCOUP-TF transcripts in hydra (Fig. 1B). The molecular characterization of the C1+E2 RT-PCR products detected three distinct isoforms: hyCOUP-TF1, which encodes the C, D and E domains previously characterized in cDNAs type I-IV; hyCOUP-TF2, which contains a 131 bp deletion within the D region and finally, hyCOUP-TF3, which shows a 156 bp insertion also within the D region (Fig. 1D, 1E and supplement 3). Translation of hyCOUP-TF2 and hyCOUP-TF3 isoforms generates stop codons that produce truncated hyCOUP-TF proteins lacking the E domain, hyCOUP-TF2.21 and hyCOUP-TF3.2 respectively. Alternatively, these isoforms could also generate truncated hyCOUP-TF proteins that would contain only the E domain, hyCOUP-TF2.22 displaying an initiation codon in the D domain and hyCOUP-TF3.3 showing an initiation codon and a divergent sequence up to position 25 of the E domain. Therefore, given that RT-PCR experiments could detect transcripts where the regions encoding the C and E domains were linked, but in the absence of characterized hyCOUP-TF 5' end, we decided to fuse the C-F domains obtained in type I and III cDNAs in a construct named hyCOUP-TF1. HyCOUP-TF1 was further used to construct chimeric human-hydra COUP-TF clones (Fig. 1D), which would contain either a complete C domain (hyCOUP-chim1) or a complete N-terminus with the addition of the human A/B domain (hyCOUP-chim2).

Conservation of the COUP-TF functional domains from cnidarians to vertebrates
The Blast search provided hyCOUP-TF related sequences that all belong to the class II NR: COUP, RXR, HNF4, TLL, TR2/4 (Nuclear Receptor Nomenclature Committee, 1999). When the COUP-TF C, D and E domains were aligned (Fig. 2), the overall identity of hyCOUP-TF was 47% with huCOUP-TFI, 45.7% with the human COUP-TFII, 43.8% with the coral AmNR7, 42.9% with the human EAR2 orphan receptor and 44.6% with the Drosophila SVP protein. These values reached 55% when conservative substitutions were taken into account. By comparison, the identity level was only 30.7% with the jellyfish RXR indicating that we isolated a hydra gene representative of the COUP-TF gene family. Phylogenetic analyses performed either on the C-E domains (318 residues, Fig. 3) or on the C domain (60 residues, not shown) of 51 class II NR protein sequences confirmed that hyCOUP-TF is indeed a member of the COUP-TF group. However the coral COUP-TF homolog (AmNR7, (Grasso et al., 2001) exhibited a far more conserved sequence than the hyCOUP-TF, 80% identical to the huCOUP-TF in the C-E domains. In hyCOUP-TF, the C domain is the most conserved one, reaching 81 to 83% identity with vertebrate COUP-TF C domains. Among the different isolated cDNAs, the hyCOUP-TF type I was the only one to contained a C domain, although partial because lacking the 21 N-terminal amino acids when compared to the huCOUP-TF1, including the three first cysteines of the first zinc finger (Fig. 2). The similarity to NR actually started inside the recognition helix (CEGCKSFKRSVR) a highly conserved motif, which mediates the direct interaction of the receptor to the major groove of the DNA double helix (Holmbeck et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2000). Similarly, the second helix displays a very high level of conservation (positions 34-45 in Fig. 2). A very strong pressure was thus maintained along evolution on residues that are critical to the DNA-binding function. These observations strongly argue in favor of the fact that a regular COUP-TF protein, i.e. containing a complete and functional DNA-binding domain, is present in hydra.

The E domains from hyCOUP-TF and huCOUP-TFII harbor 44% sequence identity (Fig. 2). The homology is scattered over nine regions that roughly correspond to the α-helices determined by the 3D structure resolution of the RARα and RXR E domains (Bourguet et al., 1995; Renaud et al., 1995). This suggests that hyCOUP-TF, as its homologs in other metazoans, will fold in a common tertiary structure (Wurtz et al., 1996). The last remarkable feature of hyCOUP-TF is the presence of a long F domain, C-terminal to the E domain. This domain does not show identity to any other proteins. F domains are not
uncommon in NRs although their functions often remain elusive (reviewed in (Laudet and Gronemeyer, 2002).

**hyCOP-** and prdl-b are both expressed in the nematocyte and the neuronal cell lineages**

In situ hybridizations were performed with a hyCOP-TF riboprobe corresponding to the D and E domains and thus less prone to cross-hybridize with other nuclear receptor genes expressed in hydra. In adult polyps, hyCOP-TF was expressed as ectodermal multicellular spots located in the body column, but absent from the apical and basal regions (Fig. 4A-C). Rare scattered groups of hyCOP-TF expressing cells were detected in the peduncle and upper body column. This body column pattern was observed in budless polyps as well as in late-stage buds. hyCOP-TF expressing cells were clustered in nests of 2 to 16 cells, identified as dividing and differentiating nematoblasts (Fig. 4C, 5A-F). In heavily stained animals, we detected a second population of hyCOP-TF expressing cells located deeper than the nests of nematoblasts, along the mesoglea (Fig. 4D), appearing as small and single cells most often exhibiting long processes.

**FIGURE 3**: Phylogenetic relationships among 51 nuclear receptor sequences representing the COUP, RXR, HNF4, TLL families obtained by neighbour-joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) with a PAM-Dayhoff matrix (Dayhoff et al., 1978). Gnidarian sequences are written boldface and boxed in grey. The tree was constructed with the C-E domains (318 residues after pairwise gap removal). Bootstrap values above 80% (500 replicates) are indicated. Species code: Aa: Amblyomma americanum; Aa: Aedes albopictus (forest day mosquito); Ae: Aedes aegypti (yellowfever mosquito); Ame: Apis mellifera (honeybee); Ami: Acropora millipora (coral); Bf: Branchiostoma floridae (amphioxus); Bg: Biophyllum glabrata (bloodfluke planorbid); Bm: Bombyx mori (silkworm); Br: Brachydanio rerio (zebrafish); Bt: Bos taurus (bovine); Fr: Fugu rubripes (pufferfish); Dr: Drosophila melanogaster (fly); Hs: Homo sapiens (human); Hv: Hydra vulgaris; Mm: Mus musculus (mouse); Oi: Orzya latipes (medaka fish); Pm: Petromyzon marinus (sea lamprey); Po: Paralichthys olivaceus (flounder); Sp: Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (sea urchin); Tc: Tripedalia cystophora (jellyfish); Tm: Tenebrio molitor (yellow mealworm); Xl: Xenopus laevis (african clawed frog). The sequence alignment used for the construction of this tree is available in supplement 4.
characteristic of neuronal cells (Fig. 4E). These neuronal hyCOUP-TF expressing cells were also observed in the hypostome region (Fig. 4D).

Similarly to hyCOUP-TF, the prdl-b transcripts were detected in nests of cells spread along the body column, but absent from the apical and basal regions of the adult polyps (Fig. 4F, 4G) as previously described (Gauchat et al., 1998; Miljkovic-Licina et al., 2004). Interestingly, we also observed prdl-b expression in pairs of small dividing interstitial cells (Fig. 4H), and in small single cells, some of them displaying processes typical of neuronal cells (Fig. 4I). This prdl-b expression in the nerve cell lineage, which is more easily detected with fluorescent staining, was initially overlooked because of the massive expression in the nematoblasts. Therefore, in hydra hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b are expressed in two distinct lineages that differentiate from a common interstitial stem cell (Bode, 1996). In fact, it was proven that apical and basal regions exhibit an inhibitory influence on nematocyte differentiation, which as a consequence, is excluded from these regions and restricted to the ectodermal layer of the body column (Fujsawa et al., 1986; Bode, 1996). In contrast, there is no restriction for neuronal differentiation.

**HyCOUP-TF and prdl-b show partially overlapping cellular distributions in the nematocyte lineage**

To test whether prdl-b and hyCOUP-TF were co-expressed at similar stages in the nematocyte lineage, we carried out double in situ hybridizations with the prdl-b and hyCOUP-TF riboprobes (Fig. 4J-L). Co-localisation of the hyCOUP-TF (green) and the prdl-b (red) signals was clearly observed in a large subset of cells (stars), reaching 85% ± 11.3 of the nests in case of prdl-b but only 63% ± 7.6 in case of hyCOUP-TF. This difference reflects the fact that hyCOUP-TF is expressed in a larger number of nests than prdl-b. In fact, 37% of the hyCOUP-TF nests did not express prdl-b (Fig. 4J-L, arrowheads), while 15% of the prdl-b nests did not express hyCOUP-TF (Fig. 4J-L, arrows). We furthermore identified more precisely the stages of the nematocyte pathway where hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b were expressed, by counting the distribution of the hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing nests according to their size in animals fixed 24 hours after the last feeding (Fig. 5). HyCOUP-TF and prdl-b were detected in nests of 2 to 16 cells (Fig. 5A-L), 4 and 8 cells clusters representing over 80% of the positive nests for both genes (Fig. 5M). Moreover a comparative analysis of DIC views and DAPI staining showed that, beside the nucleus a typical differentiating capsule could be observed in about 30% of the hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing nests (Fig. 5D-F, 5I-L, arrowheads), proving that hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b transcripts are still present at the differentiation stage. However, hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b transcripts were never detected in nematocytes displaying a fully mature nematocyst, which displays a typical moon-shape nucleus (Fig. 5D, 5E, 5H, stars). Beside these similarities, we noted some clearcut differences between the hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b cell populations: first, the most abundant nests were the 8 cells clusters in case of hyCOUP-TF, representing about 55% of all nests, instead of the 4 cells clusters in case of prdl-b that represent about 50% of all nests (Fig. 5M). Second, 2 cells clusters were more frequently detected among prdl-b expressing nests, representing 8.5% of total nests versus 1.7% in case of hyCOUP-TF (Fig. 5M). These results prove that hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b are largely co-expressed in dividing nematoblasts; nevertheless hyCOUP-TF expression is likely initiated in nematoblasts having undergone at least two rounds of cell divisions (4 cells clusters) while prdl-b expression is initiated at two different stages, first earlier than hyCOUP-TF in pairs of interstitial cells and at a later stage in 4 cells clusters. This result is in agreement with our previous findings according to which, prdl-b expression was detected in the small interstitial cell fraction by elutriation (Gauchat et al., 1998). These pairs of interstitial cells represent dividing stem cells as well as precursors to nematoblasts and neuronal cells (Holstein and David, 1990; Bode, 1996). The 2 cells clusters that express hyCOUP-TF and/or prdl-b could thus represent three distinct sub-populations, interstitial stem cells, precursors to nematoblasts and precursors to neuronal cells.

**HyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells show distinct regulations upon starvation**

In the epithelial cell lineage, starvation does not lead to arrest of cell proliferation (Borsch and David, 1984) but rather induces on one hand an increase of the cell cycle length resulting in a 2 fold decrease of BrdU-labeled cells in the body column (Holstein et al., 1991) and on the other hand a phagocytotic process (Borsch and David, 1984), following a typical apoptotic process (Cikala et al., 1999). Hence, starvation results in dramatic cellular rearrangements. In order to compare the specific regulations of hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing nests in this context, we measured their respective distributions according to the size of the nests after 1, 2 or 3 days of starvation (Fig. 5M). The distribution of hyCOUP-TF expressing nests showed a dramatic 4.5 fold increase from 1.7% ± 0.5 to 7.6% ± 1.5 in the number of 2 cells clusters after 3 days of starvation. Similarly, in case of the prdl-b gene, we recorded a 4.3 fold increase in the number of 2 cells clusters from 8.5% ± 2.9 to 36.8% ± 7.5. However, in case of hyCOUP-TF, we did not register any significant variation in the number of 4 and 8 cells clusters. In contrast, in case of prdl-b together
FIGURE 4: HyCOP-TF (A-E) and prdl-b (F-L) are expressed in both the nematocyte and neuronal cell lineages. (A) HyCOP-TF expression pattern in hydra polyp. (B, D) DIC views of cryosections performed after whole mount ISH. (B) Expression of HyCOP-TF in nests of nematoblasts (arrowhead) restricted to the body column of adult and budding polyps. (C) Enlarged view of the body column showing nests of HyCOP-TF expressing cells. (D) Enlarged view of the apical region of the animal depicted in B showing scattered single small HyCOP-TF expressing cells in the head region (arrows). (E) Neuronal cell (nv) expressing HyCOP-TF (arrow). (F) prdl-b expression pattern in hydra polyp. (G) DIC view of a cryosection performed after double whole mount ISH where prdl-b expressing cells are red (arrow) and HyCOP-TF blue (arrowhead). (H) Confocal view of single cells and mitotic pairs of interstitial cells expressing prdl-b (arrows). (I) Confocal views of a single cell displaying processes typical of neuronal cells (arrowhead). (J-L) Co-localisation of nests expressing HyCOP-TF [green] and/or prdl-b (red). Arrowheads indicate nests expressing HyCOP-TF but not prdl-b; arrows point to nests expressing prdl-b but not HyCOP-TF and stars label nests that co-express HyCOP-TF and prdl-b. Cy: nematocyst; ect, ectoderm; end, endoderm; ms, mesoglea; nb, nematoblasts; tae: taenioles. Bars: 400 μm in A, B, F; 50 μm in D; 20 μm in C, G; 7 μm in E; 64 μm in J-L; 3.6 μm in H; 1.8 μm in I.
with the increase in two cells clusters, we noted a symmetrical 4.1 fold decrease in the number of 8 cells clusters from 41.4% ± 3.9 to 10.5% ± 5.6 and a complete disappearance of the 16 cells clusters but no variation of the 4 cells clusters.

As previously mentioned the two cells clusters are composed of two distinct cell populations: the interstitial stem cells, characterized by a short cell cycle and the early precursors to several differentiation pathways, among which the precursors to nematocyte differentiation, which are medium-cycle cells (Holstein and David, 1990). At subsequent stages, the nematoblast nests are characterized by a tightly-tuned coordination between a variable number of synchronous divisions followed by the differentiation of the capsule, which is also a synchronous process within a nest (Bode, 1996). Consequently, the growth rate of the nematoblast population is the result of an equilibrium between the number of synchronous divisions, the stage where nematoblasts enter the differentiation process and possibly the magnitude of the apoptotic process (Fujisawa and David, 1984).

According to these parameters, we can propose the following explanations for the observed results: First, the dramatic increase in the ratio of 2 cells clusters expressing hyCoup-TF and prdl-b can be explained by the fact that the division rate of stem cells, which are short-cycling cells (Holstein and David, 1990) is not affected upon starvation, while precursors to nematocyte differentiation, which are medium-cycling cells (Holstein and David, 1990) display a cell cycle lengthened upon starvation. The combination of these two mechanisms would lead to an increase in the pairs of interstitial cells. Second the absence of variation in the fraction of 4 cells clusters expressing hyCoup-TF can simply be explained by the lengthening of the cell cycle of nematoblasts whatever their stage: the number of 4 cells clusters produced from 2 cells clusters is lower but assuming that the cell cycle length is also increased upon starvation in 4 cells clusters (the traverse of the 4 cell stage takes longer), then the number of 4 cells clusters expressing hyCoup-TF will stay stable providing that initiation of hyCoup-TF expression is maintained in 4 cells clusters, which seems to be the case.

Similar reasoning applies to the 8 cells clusters expressing hyCoup-TF. Third the absence of variation in the fraction of 4 cells clusters expressing prdl-b could be explained the same way. However, the clearcut decrease in 8 cells clusters and the disappearance of 16 cells clusters expressing prdl-b, should be differently addressed. Either hyCoup-TF and prdl-b are submitted to distinct regulations within a homogenous cell population, or their specific regulations reflect the regulation of two distinct sub-populations. As we found a partially overlapping cellular expression, both possibilities should be discussed. In the case of a homogenous cell population, the formation of 4 and 8 cells clusters is slowed down but not quantitatively altered upon starvation suggesting that either prdl-b expression is drastically and specifically down-regulated in the 8 cells clusters and absent in 16 cells clusters. In the case of distinct subpopulations, either as a consequence of the lengthening of the cell cycle the prdl-b expressing 4 cells clusters will differentiate earlier before reaching mitosis, thus preventing the formation of 8 and 16 cells, or 8 and 16 cells clusters upon starvation will dissociate providing transiently smaller nests (4 cells, 2 cells and single cells).

BrdU labeling index of hyCoup-TF and prdl-b expressing cells are different

In order to better characterize the hyCoup-TF and prdl-b expressing cell populations, we investigated their respective rates of proliferation by incubating hydra (Hm 105) with BrdU for either 1, or 24 or 48 hours to visualize cells that went through S phase. Animals were subsequently fixed and processed for in situ hybridization followed by anti-BrdU immunohistochemistry (Fig. 6A, 6B) and the percentage of labeled cells (BrdU labeling index) among the hyCoup-TF and prdl-b expressing nests was counted (Fig. 6C). After 1 hour labeling, the BrdU labeling index was null for the 2 cell populations, probably because the animals were 24 hours starved. In the case of hyCoup-TF, the BrdU labeling index reached 50% after 24 hours whatever the size of the nests and was over 80% in the 4 and 8 cells clusters after 48 hours.

Interestingly the BrdU labeling index of 2 cells clusters did not increase after 24 and 48 hours, suggesting that at least 50% of the hyCoup-TF 2 cells clusters are either slower cycling cells or are not cycling at all, which corresponds with our assumption that these cells might represent precursors to neuronal cells. In case of prdl-b, only 35% of the 2 cells clusters were labeled after 24 hours whereas 95% of the 4 and 8 cells clusters were already BrdU labeled at that time. This result is in agreement with the heterogenous cell populations found among two cells clusters: on one side the stem cells that are fast-cycling and on the other the precursors of the neuronal and nematocyte lineage, which are cycling at a lower rate, specially when animals are starving. In comparison 4 and 8 cells clusters expressing either hyCoup-TF or prdl-b represent synchronous cell populations with almost identical BrdU labeling index at 24 and 48 hours. However these cell populations display significantly different BrdU labeling index at 24 and 48 hours: At 48 hours, while all prdl-b expressing
nests went through S phase, this does not seem to be the case for all hyCOUP-TF expressing nests, as 15% to 20% of the 4 and 8 cells clusters did not. This percentage might represent the nests that escaped from proliferation and entered the differentiation process. Thus, these data indicate that these two cell populations are not identical, as a significant subset of hyCOUP-TF expressing nests are no longer cycling, which is not the case of prdl-b expressing nests.
In the sf-1 mutant, elimination of the interstitial cell lineage correlates with the disappearance of the hyCOP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells

In order to test whether expression of the hyCOP-TF and prdl-b genes was indeed linked with the differentiation of the interstitial cell lineage, we used the temperature sensitive sf-1 mutant that eliminates interstitial cells when animals are maintained above 23 °C (Marcum et al., 1980; Terada et al., 1988). After 2 days at 26°C, ISH was performed and expressing nests were counted (Fig. 7). A normal hyCOP-TF and prdl-b expression pattern (Fig. 7A, 7C) was never observed in animals maintained at 26°C. Instead two distinct phenotypes were observed when compared to animals maintained at 18°C, a weak one where few expressing nests were recorded and a null one where we were unable to detect any expressing cells (Fig. 7B, 7D). At permissive temperature (Fig. 7E, 7G), nests of various sizes expressed hyCOP-TF and prdl-b while at non-permissive temperature where interstitial cells are eliminated, only few large size nests that strongly expressed hyCOP-TF and prdl-b could be detected in animals displaying a weak phenotype (Fig. 7F, 7H).

The number of animals displaying one or the other phenotype was very similar for the hyCOP-TF and prdl-b genes: around 45% for the weak phenotype and 55% for the null phenotype. When we screened for the presence of nematocytes in the expressing nests still present in the animals displaying the weak phenotype, we observed a dramatic increase in the percentage of nematocytes containing nests, over 85% in the case of prdl-b, around 50% in the case of hyCOP-TF compared to the 30% usually observed in wild type animals (Fig. 7I). It was actually shown that, while 2 cells clusters are quickly eliminated within the first 12 hours after the temperature switch, the number of nematoblasts and nematocytes will not be affected within the first two days (Terada et al., 1988). Thus our results are in agreement with this finding as we observed predominantly large nests of differentiating nematoblasts after 2 days. The difference observed between the prdl-b and hyCOP-TF expressing cells indicate that prdl-b transcripts longer than hyCOP-TF transcripts in cells clusters that entered differentiation. This might occur independently of the elimination process.

HyCOP-TF and prdl-b are no longer expressed in the nematocyte lineage during morphogenetic processes.

We recorded a similar regulation of the hyCOP-TF and prdl-b genes in regions undergoing budding, regeneration and sexual development, i.e. a clear exclusion of the hyCOP-TF and prdl-b transcripts from these regions (Fig. 8 and 9), analogous to the regulation we observed in apical and basal regions of the adult polyp. At early stages of budding (staging according to (Otto and Campbell, 1977), hyCOP-TF and prdl-b were first repressed in a limited area of the parental body column, the bud spot from which the bud

---

**FIGURE 6:** (A, B) BrdU labeling of hyCOP-TF (A) and prdl-b (B) expressing cells after 16 hours exposure. Bar: 20 µm. (C) hyCOP-TF and prdl-b expressing cell clusters show distinct BrdU labeling index after 24 and 48 hours exposure.
will emerge (Fig. 8A, B, H), then in the most distal part of the bud, which corresponded to the presumptive head region (Fig. 8C-G, 8I-K). From stage 4, we recorded a hyCOUP-TF expression in the body column of the emerging bud at the same level as in the parental body column. From stage 8, we observed an exclusion of hyCOUP-TF in the proximal region of the bud, which starts differentiating the basal disc (Fig. 8G, 8K, arrowheads). During regeneration, hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells immediately vanished from the healing region after amputation (Fig. 8L and not shown), and did not reappear at subsequent stages in apical and basal regenerating stumps (Fig. 8M-Q). This observation is in agreement with the fact that cells of the nematocyte pathway rapidly disappear from regenerating tips without completing differentiation under the inhibitory influence of the de novo developing structure (Yaross and Bode, 1978). Cell death was actually recorded in the regenerating area during head and foot regeneration, a process which affects differentiating but not proliferating nematoblasts (Fujisawa and David, 1984).
In the remaining part of the body column, expression of hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b was not altered and the boundary between the expressing domain in the body column and the “empty” area in the regenerating stump, was rather sharp (Fig. 8, arrows). In addition, in the regenerating stump area, proliferation of epithelial cells is inhibited, forming an “empty” growth-arrested area during the first day of regeneration (Holstein et al., 1991). Thus this mitotic inhibition likely also affects proliferation of nematoblasts. During gametogenesis and early developmental stages, we could not detect any hyCOUP-TF or prdl-b expression (Fig. 9): hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b transcripts were detected neither in testes (Fig. 9A-B, 9G-H), nor in oocytes (Fig. 9D-E, 9I-J), nor in developing embryos (Fig. 9C, 9F). In female polyps, hyCOUP-TF was also found transiently repressed in the region of the parental body column facing either the oocyte or the developing embryo. Thus, here hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b display highly similar
FIGURE 9: Exclusion of hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b expressing cells clusters from regions undergoing spermatogenesis (A, B, G, H), oogenesis (D, E, I, J) and early sexual development (C, F). Testes (te, arrows), located in the upper half of the body column, show neither hyCOUP-TF (A, B) nor prdl-b (G, H) expression. Oocytes (oo, arrowheads) develop on the whole circumference of the parent. In this blot, neither hyCOUP-TF (D, E) nor prdl-b (I, J) expressing cells were detected. At early stages when embryos (emb) develop on the parent, hyCOUP-TF expression was absent in the embryo but drastically reduced in the facing parental body column (C). After detachment of the embryo (F), hyCOUP-TF expression was progressively reestablished on the parental body column (arrowheads). The dark spot is a staining artifact corresponding to the area from which the embryo detached. Bars: 400 μm in A, D, F; 40 μm in B, C, E, H; 100 μm in I.

regulations of their expression in the nematocyte pathway, i.e. a complete exclusion from regions where developmental programs are activated.

HyCOUP-TF behaves as a repressor in mammalian cells

COUP-TF transcription factors bind to evolutionarily-conserved DNA motifs and behave in most contexts as potent negative transcriptional regulators (Tsai and Tsai, 1997; Giguere, 1999). In order to define the putative function of hyCOUP-TF, we first tested the specific DNA-binding activity of the hyCOUP-chimeric constructs, hyCOUP-chim1 and hyCOUP-chim2 (Fig. 10A). We were unable to detect any specific DNA-binding activity of hyCOUP-chim1, while competition experiments proved that hyCOUP-chim2 provided a specific DNA-binding activity onto both the DR1 and DR5 consensus elements. This result proves that the hydra C domain efficiently and specifically binds to DNA when the A/B domains are present, suggesting that the A/B domains contribute to the stabilization of the DNA/C domain interactions. In the presence of the T19 antibody raised against the N-terminus of the huCOUP-TF1 protein, a supershift was clearly observed (Fig. 10A, lanes 11, 12, 17, 18) with huCOUP-chim2. COUP-TF from amphioxus (amphiCOUP-TF) was used as a positive control in this experiment (Langlois et al., 2000). As expected, the complex formed by amphiCOUP-TF onto DR5, was not supershifted in the presence of the T19 antibody (Fig. 10A, lanes 19-23).

In COUP-TFs transcriptional repressor activity was mapped within the E domain (Achatz et al., 1997). As this E domain is conserved in hyCOUP-TF, we tested whether hyCOUP-TF could repress the RAR:RXR transcriptional activity induced by retinoic acid (RA) in a heterologous context. We thus performed transactivation studies in mammalian cells transfected with a RARE-luc reporter plasmid, the AmphiRAR, AmphiRXR pSG5 expression plasmids (Escriva et al., 2002) and increasing amounts of pSG5-hyCOUP-chim2 in the presence of all-trans retinoic acid (10-8M). AmphiCOUP was used as a control (Fig. 10B). These assays showed that hyCOUP-TF significantly repressed the activation (about 2 fold) produced by RAR:RXR in the presence of all-trans RA upon the RARE and this repression was clearly dose-dependent.

DISCUSSION

The class II of nuclear receptors genes are well conserved from cnidarians to bilaterians

So far NR genes were detected exclusively in metazoans and our previous phylogenetic analyses had shown that the diversification of the NR superfamilly occurred in two waves of gene duplication. An early one corresponded to the progressive emergence of the six classes of receptors shared by bilaterians (Laudet, 1997; Laudet and Gronemeyer, 2002) and a later one, vertebrate-specific, gave rise to the various paralogous copies of receptors such as COUP-TFI, COUP-TFII and EAR2 (Escriva et al., 1997; Escriva et al., 2000). According to concordant phylogenetic analyses (Grasso et al., 2001), the hyCOUP-TF gene belongs to the monophyletic COUP family. The more divergent position of the hyCOUP-TF gene compared to that of the coral COUP homolog possibly suggests that the two genes are not orthologous, implying that other members of the COUP-TF group remain to be discovered in cnidarians. The fact that representatives of class II (COUP, RXR) and class V (FTZ-F1) NR superfamilly were isolated in cnidarians (Escriva et al., 1997; Kostrouch et al., 1998; Grasso et al., 2001) supports the fact that the first wave of gene duplication occurred very early during metazoan
evolution, predating the divergence between Cnidaria and Bilateria.

In vertebrates, COUP-TFI and COUP-TFII genes are split in three exons, separated by two introns, the first one being located at the junction between the C and D domains, and the second one in the E domain. Interestingly the respective positions of these two introns are the two most conserved across the whole NR superfamily. The types II, III and IV of hyCOUP-TF cDNAs isolated from hydra suggest that the first intron at the C/D domains boundary be conserved in cnidarians. So far, there are two examples of perfect conservation from hydra to vertebrates of intron position within regulatory genes: both were noted within regions encoding DNA-binding domains, one within the CREB gene (Galliot et al., 1995), the second within the prdl-a homeobox gene (Gauchat et al., 1998). In addition, hyCOUP-TF exhibits at least three distinct isoforms, differing by the presence of a deletion or an insertion within the D domain, implying a complex regulation of this gene at the post-transcriptional level. In Drosophila, the COUP-TF homolog, svp, is transcribed as two isoforms differing in their C-terminal part (Mlodzik et al., 1990).

**HyCOUP-TF and prdl-b appear as cell differentiation but not developmental genes in hydra**

The hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b are both expressed in the nematocyte and the neuronal cell lineages as well as in a subset of interstitial stem cells, but were not detected during budding, regeneration, gametogenesis and early sexual development. In the adult polyp, hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b genes exhibited an ectodermal "patchy" expression pattern, corresponding to cells clusters composed of small-sized, round cells, which according to their morphology, organisation, location and BrdU labeling index were characterized as dividing and differentiating nematoblasts, the precursor cells of mature nematocytes. In most cells clusters prdl-b and hyCOUP-TF were found co-expressed while we recorded a clear restriction of their expression domains within the body column. It was actually demonstrated that nematocyte differentiation is inhibited in the head and basal regions (Fujisawa et al., 1986) and other gene markers for the nematocyte lineage display similar restriction of their expression patterns (Grens et al., 1995; Gauchat et al., 1998; Engel et al., 2002; Lindgens et al., 2004; Fedders et al., 2004). Cellular comparative analyses performed onto the hyzic, CnASH and NOWA expressing cells showed that hyzic is expressed quite early in the nematocyte pathway, predominantly in 4 and 8 cells clusters, very similarly to prdl-b, while CnASH and NOWA were expressed at later stages in 8 and 16 cells clusters (Lindgens et al., 2004). The BrdU labeling index of hyzic expressing cells measured after one hour was already 40%, much higher than that measured for prdl-b, however after 24 hours hyzic and prdl-b BrdU labeling indexes reach similar values (over 90% of the cells). This difference noted after a short incubation time, beside a difference in the starvation conditions, might indicate that hyzic and prdl-b are expressed in distinct subpopulations of the 2 cells clusters. The comparative analyses we performed on the distribution of nest sizes and the presence of differentiating capsules in expressing nests, in the BrdU labeling index of starving animals and during elimination of the interstitial cell lineage indicate that hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b likely play distinct roles in the control of the nematocyte pathway. Two major differences were recorded in the regulation of these two genes: first prdl-b expression is activated at least at two distinct stages of the nematocyte pathway but significantly in 2 cells clusters, while that of hyCOUP-TF is induced one run of division later, its expression being predominant at the 8 cells stage; second, prdl-b is expressed in proliferating nests while a significant subset of hyCOUP-TF expressing cells clusters are no longer cycling, escaping from proliferation to differentiate. Consequently, hyCOUP-TF might promote entry into the differentiation process, while a possible function for prdl-b would rather be to keep the cells cycling. At differentiation stages, hyCOUP-TF expression did not seem to persist for long. However, the structural Nowa protein participates in nematocysts formation long after the Nowa gene expression is extinguished (Engel et al., 2002). Similarly we cannot exclude that the hyCOUP-TF transcription factor be still active in mature nematocytes.

In most contexts COUP-TF transcription factors behave as potent negative transcriptional regulators (Achatz et al., 1997). We could detect a significant hyCOUP-TF transcriptional repressive activity in mammalian cells. The fact that hyCOUP-TF, when expressed in mammalian cells, represses the activation mediated by other NRs suggests that this activity is conserved in all metazoans. Thus, the regulatory function of COUP-TF on other members of the superfamily observed in vertebrates or Drosophila is not the by-product of a receptor that has lost its ligand but is a fundamental ancestral activity of this gene product. Hence, interacting NRs likely played key functions in the genetic cascades that regulated differentiation early in metazoan evolution, similarly to what was observed with the bHLH family members in myogenesis (Muller et al., 2003). Although hyCOUP-TF transcriptional activity remains to be tested in hydra intersitial cells, this repressive activity might be required in nematoblasts to direct the transition from proliferation to differentiation stages. For example, a direct regulation of the hyCOUP-TF
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transcription factor upon the prdl-b gene can be envisaged similarly to the mouse Mix paired-like gene that displays COUP-TF binding sites in its promoter (Sahrl et al., 2002).

**Highly-evolutionarily conserved regulatory genes as COUP-TF and paired-like genes trace back to the early steps of neurogenesis**

In vertebrates, COUP-TFI disruption results in multiple defects of the central nervous system (Qiu et al., 1997). In mouse embryos, null mutation of mCOUP-TFI induces defects in glossopharyngeal ganglion and abnormal axonal projections are observed in several regions. COUP-TFI is involved in the segmentation of the diencephalon (Qiu et al., 1994) and is an early intrinsic factor for early regionalization of the neocortex (Zhou et al., 2001). In contrast, the COUP-TFII gene seems to be devoted to mesenchymal-epithelial interactions during organogenesis (Pereira et al., 1999). The counterpart of COUP-TF genes in Drosophila, Seven-up (svp) is implicated in photoreceptor determination (Mlodzik et al., 1990). Finally, in amphioxus, the COUP-TF gene is expressed in the nerve cord of late larvae (Langlois et al., 2000). Altogether these data show that COUP-TF related genes are implicated both in neurogenesis and/or CNS patterning during the embryonic life of a evolutionarily distant species. Similarly, in hydra hyCOUP-TF is expressed in two lineages that define the rudimentary nervous system of cnidarians, mechanoreceptor cells and neuronal cells, and is thus likely involved in neurogenesis. Interestingly, hyCOUP-TF and prdl-b are two evolutionarily-conserved regulatory genes that are expressed in two cell lineages, which derive from a common stock of interstitial stem cells. We recently observed that the ParaHox Gsx-related cnox-2 gene (Gauchat et al., 2000) also displays this dual expression (M.M-L, unpublished). This “comparative molecular cell biology approach” implies that cells from the nematocyte and the neuronal cell lineages can be considered as “sister cell types that evolved from a common precursor by cell type diversification” (Arendt, 2003), suggesting that a yet unidentified fraction of interstitial cells are specific precursors for the nematocyte and neuronal cell lineages. We would expect that hyCOUP-TF, prdl-b and cnox-2 are markers of this common precursor.

We previously showed that the paired-like gene prdl-a is expressed in the neuronal cell lineage in hydra (Gauchat et al.,
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**Figure 10:** DNA-binding and repressor activities of the HyCOUP-TF transcription factor. (A) DNA-binding activity of the hyCOUP-chim1 (lanes 1-6), hyCOUP-chim2 (lanes 7-18) and amphICOUP (lanes 19-23) proteins were assayed onto the DR5 and DR1 response elements in gel retardation assays. Specific binding was not detected with hyCOUP-chim1, while hyCOUP-chim2 exhibited a specific binding on both DR5 (lanes 7-10) and DR1 (lanes 13-16), supershifted in the presence of the T19 antiserum (star, lanes 11, 12, 17, 18). AmphICOUP specific binding onto DR5 was detected in the same experiment with a 5 times shorter exposure, but was not supershifted in the presence of T19 antiserum. (B) Transcriptional activities of the luciferase reporter construct pGL2-DR5-3x containing the DR5 consensus RA-responsive element. Values are averages of three independent transfection experiments carried out in Ros 17/2/8 cells and are depicted as fold activation relative to control values obtained in the same experiment, i.e. AmphfRAR and AmphfRXR constructs expressed in the absence of all-trans-RA. The dose-dependent repression of transactivation induced by AmphfRAR, AmphfRXR after all-trans-RA treatment (10^{-M}M) on a DR5 element was observed when either AmphfCOUP-TF (10 to 500 ng) or hyCOUP-TF-chim2 (100 to 1000 ng) were expressed. Error bars indicate standard deviations.
1998), the paired-like genes being mostly devoted to neurogenesis in Bilateria. Therefore we assume that neurogenesis corresponded to the ancestral cellular function of both COUP-TF and paired-like genes, similarly to what was proposed for the hyzic genes (Lindgens et al., 2004) and that neurogenesis evolved only once (Galliot and Miller, 2000). According to the most parsimonious scenario (Miljkovic-Licina et al., 2004), a common ancestor to cnidarians and bilaterians would have differentiated “proto-neuronal” cells, possibly similar to mechanoreceptor cells, under the control of regulatory genes like COUP-TF, paired-like and hyzic genes, whose function in neurogenesis remained conserved in most phyla.
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ONLINE SUPPLEMENT DATA LEGENDS:

Supplement 1: Sequences of type I and type III hyCOUP-TF cDNAs.
(A) In the hyCOUP-TF type I cDNA, the deduced partial C domain (47 Aas long) is underlined. In the DNA sequence, an upstream stop codon and a putative splicing acceptor site are underlined. Region upstream of the stop codon is in lower case letters. The codon where the sequences of type II, III and IV cDNAs start matching are indicated by two vertical arrows. (B) In the hyCOUP-TF type III cDNA, the deduced E domain (209 AAs long) is underlined. Note the long F domain (143 Aas long). The codon where the sequences of the type I, II and IV cDNAs start matching is indicated in bold and putative splicing acceptor sites are underlined.

Supplement 2: Structure of the hyCOUP-TF genes
(A) Scheme depicting the deduced structures of the various hyCOUP-TF cDNAs identified in Hydra vulgaris when compared to the human COUP-TFI protein (huCOUP-TF1). In type I, the C and D domains (grey boxes) are linked to a seemingly non-coding 5’ UTR (hatched box). In type II, III and IV cDNAs, the D domain is linked to three distinct 5’ UTR sequences at an identical position, which corresponds to position 831 in type I cDNA (vertical arrows). In addition, some clones corresponding to these type II, III and IV cDNAs contain a 3 bp deletion at the 5’ extremity of the D domain depicted with a Δ sign. For each cDNA type the putative initiation (horizontal arrows) and upstream stop codons (*) are indicated. The position and orientation of the primers used in the RT-PCR experiment (C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, D, E2) are indicated. (B) Sequences of the respective 5’ UTR of the hyCOUP-TF type II, III and IV cDNAs. The different clones isolated for each type of cDNAs showed two possible points of junction with the D domain, which are indicated by vertical arrows. Putative coding sequences are uppercase and stop codons are underlined. Type I cDNA is aligned for comparison on top and domain C sequence is underlined.

Supplement 3: DNA and deduced protein sequences of the hyCOUP-TF isoforms described in Fig. 2.
Position of the primers used in the RT-PCR analysis or in the construction of the chimeric constructs are indicated. Accession numbers: hyCOUP-TF1: Y690637; hyCOUP-TF2: Y690638; hyCOUP-TF3: Y690639.

Supplement 4: Alignment of the 51 sequences used in the phylogenetic analysis corresponding to the C, D and E domains after pairwise gap removals (318 residues).
Gauchat et al. (2004) *Dev Biol* 275, 104-123
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**A**
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**B**

**type I**

...TGT CAA TAT TGC CGA TTG AAA AAA TGC GTC AAA GTT GGA ATG AGA AAA GAC GCA GTT CAG AAG GGA AGA

...C Q Y C R L K K C V K V G M R K D A V Q K G R

**type II**

...tgoGtgoGtgo ATG TAT AAT GAA GAT GAA GAT GAG ATT CAT AAC TAT MY N E D E O E I H N Y

**type III**

...tgoGtgoGtgo AAC TTC TAT TTT CTT AAT AAA GCA GTT CAG AAG GGA AGA

...F Y FL H K A V Q K G R

**type IV**

...tgoGtgo ATG GAT CAT ATC TCA AAC

I D D I S N
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**hyCOUP-TF2.22**

EIKKRSSEGANEASVKMFEELVER

**hyCOUP-TF3**

GTGAATATAAAACACGAGATGGAAGACAAATATGACATTCGAAATGTTTGAAGAATCTGCTTGAAGAG

**hyCOUP-TF3.3**

EIKKRSSEGANEASVKMFEELVER

**hyCOUP-TF1**

ATCTAAAACTGCAACTAGTCTCTGTAATTTCATCTGCTGAAATCTTGGATCTGTTTTACCCAGAT

**hyCOUP-TF2**

ATCTAAAACTGCAACTAGTCTCTGTAATTTCATCTGCTGAAATCTTGGATCTGTTTTACCCAGAT

**hyCOUP-TF2.22**

FKNQLQTDAAAEFSCKLALKVLFNPD

**hyCOUP-TF2**

ATCTAAAACTGCAACTAGTCTCTGTAATTTCATCTGCTGAAATCTTGGATCTGTTTTACCCAGAT

**hyCOUP-TF3**

ATCTAAAACTGCAACTAGTCTCTGTAATTTCATCTGCTGAAATCTTGGATCTGTTTTACCCAGAT

**hyCOUP-TF3.3**

FKNQLQTDAAAEFSCKLALKVLFNPD

**hyCOUP-TF1**

TCTCTGGATTAGGTAATCCATCACTTATAGAAAATCTCCAGGAGAAAGCGCAATCAGCTCTTGAAGATT

**hyCOUP-TF2**

TCTCTGGATTAGGTAATCCATCACTTATAGAAAATCTCCAGGAGAAAGCGCAATCAGCTCTTGAAGATT

**hyCOUP-TF3**

TCTCTGGATTAGGTAATCCATCACTTATAGAAAATCTCCAGGAGAAAGCGCAATCAGCTCTTGAAGATT

**hyCOUP-TF3.3**

TCTCTGGATTAGGTAATCCATCACTTATAGAAAATCTCCAGGAGAAAGCGCAATCAGCTCTTGAAGATT

**E2 primer**

**hyCOUP-TF1**

ATTTGCGTCAACAAAATGCAACACAGAGTTATCATAATAGATTTGGAAAACTTTTACTTCGTTTACCTGC

**hyCOUP-TF2**

ATTTGCGTCAACAAAATGCAACACAGAGTTATCATAATAGATTTGGAAAACTTTTACTTCGTTTACCTGC

**hyCOUP-TF2.22**

ATTTGCGTCAACAAAATGCAACACAGAGTTATCATAATAG..............................

**hyCOUP-TF3**

ATTTGCGTCAACAAAATGCAACACAGAGTTATCATAATAG..............................

**hyCOUP-TF3.3**

ATTTGCGTCAACAAAATGCAACACAGAGTTATCATAATAG..............................

**hyCOUP-chim1.2, 3tot-hy primer**

**hyCOUP-TF1**

CCAACCACAAGACAACCATATAAGGATGCCCTCTCTTAGAGATCAATGACAGTATCTTTTACTCTGCTTGAAGAG

**hyCOUP-TF1**

CCACCACAAGACAACCATATAAGGATGCCCTCTCTTAGAGATCAATGACAGTATCTTTTACTCTGCTTGAAGAG

**hyCOUP-TF1**

PTTRHIKIIEPFPLR*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>51 sequences</th>
<th>318 residues corresponding to domains C + D + E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Mm</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLVMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRA_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRA_Po</td>
<td>-GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRA_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRA_Mm</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRA_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRB_Ol</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRD_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Mm</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_XL</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Br</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RXRG_Po</td>
<td>GCKGFFKRTI RKLIVTCPRD NKCCLIDKQ RNRCQYCRQ KCLRMGHMRK AVEEQRRQR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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13 RRXB_Mm DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
14 RRXG_XL DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
15 RRKA_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
16 RKXK.za DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
17 RRRX_XL DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
18 RRKZ_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
19 RRXE_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
20 RRKB_Ol DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
21 RRKD_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
22 RRKZ_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
23 RKEX_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
24 RRKR_Mm DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
25 RRKZ_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
26 RRXE_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
27 RRKZ_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
28 RRKD_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
29 RRKR_Mm DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
30 RRXE_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
31 RRKZ_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
32 RRKD_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
33 RRKR_Mm DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
34 RRXE_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
35 RRKZ_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
36 RRKD_Br DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
37 RRKR_Mm DKQLFLTVVEK ARIPIHPFSDL TLEDQVILLR AGWNELLIAS FSFRSISVQD G-ILLATGLH
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1 RXRG_Mm VHRSSAHAG -----VGSIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKSELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
2 RXRG_XL VHRSSAHAG -----VGSIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKSELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
3 RXRA_Br VHRSSAHAG -----VGSIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
4 RXRA_Po VHRSSAHAG -----VGSIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
5 RXRA_XL VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
6 RXRA_Mm VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
7 RXR_Br VHRNSAHTAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
8 RXRNE_Br VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
9 RXRB_01 VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
10 RXRD_Br VPEKSTHNLAG -----VEAFF DRGALFDRVL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
11 RXRG_Po VHRNSAHTAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTEGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
12 RXRB_XL VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
13 RXRB_Mm VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
14 RXR_Bf VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
15 RXR_Aa VHRSSAHAG -----VGAIF DR-----VL TELVSKMKDM QMDKTELGCL RAILVLFNPDAA
16 USp_Tm VNKTSAHAVG -----VIGNY DR-----VL SELVNKKMKE MDKTELGCL RAILYLNPTC
17 USp_Am VHRNSAQAG -----VGTIF DR-----VL SELVSKMKDM MDKTELGCL RSIILFNPVE
18 USp_Ae LIHRNSAQAG -----VDTLF DR-----VL CELGIHMKRL VTVEAEGLV RAIILFNPDI
19 USp_Aal LIHRNSAQAG -----VDTLF DR-----VL CELGHIMKRL VTVEAEGLV RAIILFNPDI
20 Ultrasp LIHRNSAQAG -----VDTLF DR-----VL SELVSKMKDM MDKTELGCL RAIILFNPDI
21 RXR_Tc LTRDLNKKAG -----VGAIX GI------FI SEVIEUMQKI QMDRAEENGL RAIILFNPDI
22 HNF4A_Mm VPVHCPELA -----EMRSVS IR------IL DELVLVPQEL QIDNEDYACLI KAIIFPDPDAA
23 HNF4G_Xl IPNCPEL-----EVRGVA VR------IL DELVLVPQEL QIDNEDYACLI KAIIFPDPDAA
24 HNF4G_Mm IHRNSCEV-----EVSRA VR------IL DELVLVPQEL QIDNEDYACLI KAIIFPDPDAA
25 HNF4b_Xl MHPHCPEL-----EIARVF CR------IL DELVFLRPL QIDNEDYVC LI KAIIFPDPDAA
26 HNF4a_01 ITCHPDLPVL SPNLDSIRG AR------II DELTVKDMD GIDTDEFACIL KAIIFPDPDAA
27 CG310 Dm ITPHCPELSPDNLDSIRG AR------II DELTVKDMD GIDTDEFACIL KAIIFPDPDAA
28 HNF4a_Ae ITPQSPDGMK PNLDSIRG AR------II DELVSAIKDI KLDSDELACI KALVFDPDAA
29 COUP_TF1_M ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
30 Svp4_Br ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
31 COUP_TF1_X ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
32 COUP_Bf ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
33 Svp46_Br ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
34 COUP_TFB ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
35 Svp46_Br ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
36 COUP_TF1_X ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
37 COUP_TF1_X ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
38 NHR_Ae ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
39 Svp_Bm ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
40 sev1_Dm ----------------------ASPMAS DRFDHDIRIF QEQVEKLLAK HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
41 AmNR4A ----------------------GMSNSIP DRFDNMDVRIF QEQITEKYNL HDVSAEYSLC KAIILVSFTSDA
42 EAR2_Mm ----------------------AARPKAA DRFDNQGRAF QEQVQKLRQL KAIILVSFTSDA
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43  
**COUP_Hv**  
------      ------  LSEIKK RSEAEVKMF EELVERFKNL QTDAAEFSCL KALVLFNPD5
44  
**AmNR8x4**  
MEHK=EGNE =E-OKSNII MQLDDKMSII KELLSFSELR EMDLVFAPFL KSIVLFNP--
45  
**AmNR4A**  
MEHRDSESN A=-QRQPSVV NLS1KIVTV KELLSFSEKL ELDSTVEYAF KALVLFNPS--
46  
**NR2E1_Fr**  
T---------- =ENTESQRM TKIMVEQAL KEVTRFQRL RLDFAEFACL KCVTPKAEI
47  
**NR2E1b_Fr**  
S---------- =ENMEAQRG NKMIAEQL KEVTRFQRL RLDFAEFACL KCVTPKAEI
48  
**NR2E1_Mm**  
T---------- =DNTDSQKL NI1K3EQAL KEVVARFQRL RLDFAEFACL KCVTPKAEI
49  
**Am11x24**  
V---------- =DTDSQVVLQ NTVNMTVRL LQETVNFKAA NVDSTVEYAC LSVLVFK--
50  
**NR23_Mm**  
------------- =GSSQGRLA LA-SAETRFL QETISRFAL AVDPTEFACL KALVLFK--
51  
**PRAP_Bt**  
A= G--------- =GSSQGRVL LA-SAETRIL QETISRFAL AVDPTEFACM KALVLFK--

1  
***RXXG_Mm***  
KGLSNPSEVE TLREKVYATL EASYKQYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
2  
***RXXG_XL***  
KGLSNAAVE ALREKVYATL EASYTKQYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
3  
***RXXA_Br***  
KGLSNPSEVE ALREKVYATL EASYTKQYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
4  
***RXXA_Po***  
KGLSNPSEVE ALREKVYATL EASYTKQYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
5  
***RXXA_Mm***  
KGLSNPAEVE ALREKVYATL EASYCKQYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
6  
***RXX_Br***  
KGLSESNVEVLREKVYATL EASYCKQYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
7  
***RXXB_OL***  
KGLSNSEVEVLREKVYATL EASYCQKYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
8  
***RXRD_Br***  
KGLSNSEVEVLREKVYATL EASYCQKYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
9  
***RXXG_Po***  
KGLSNSEVEVLREKVYATL EASYCQKYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
10  
***RXXB_Xl***  
KGLSNPGDEVLREKVYATL EASYCQKYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
11  
***RXXB_Mm***  
KGLSNPDEVEVLREKVYATL EASYCQKYPQ PGFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
12  
***RXX_Bg***  
KGLTAVQVEVLREKVYATL EETYSTRYAT EPGRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
13  
***RXX_Bf***  
KGLTAVQVEVLREKVYATL EETYSTRYAT EPGRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
14  
***RXX_Aa***  
KGLNATRVEVLREKVYATL EEECHRFPFD PQRFKAFLL RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLFF
15  
***USP_Tm***  
RIGKVSQVEVLREKYGVL EETYTPITPN EPFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KECNLFF
16  
***Usp_Am***  
RGLKSIQEVTLRLEKYGAL EGCGRVAPD DARFRK AFLK RLPSLRTYSL KCLYLFF
17  
***Usp_Ae***  
RGLCQKQEDV GMREKIYACL DEHKDQHPS EDGRFQALLL RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLNF
18  
***Usp_Aa***  
RGLCQKQGDD GMREKIYACL DEHKDQHPS EDGRFQALLL RLPSLRTYSL KCLHLNF
19  
***Ultrasp***  
KGLNKPEVVLLEKHMFLH DEYVFRSRCA EEEFAALL RLPSLRTYSL KCEKHLFF
20  
***RXX_3e***  
KGLTAIDQVE NYRELITSTL EDHYKVHPE PDRFTEKVL RFLPSLRTYSL KCEKHLFF
21  
***HNF4A_Mm***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
22  
***HNF4G_Xl***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
23  
***HNF4B_Mm***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
24  
***HNF4_Dm***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
25  
***CG931_Dm***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
26  
***HNF4A_He***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
27  
***Svp46_He***  
KGLSDLPTKIK RQRVQQVQL EDYIKQRQYD SRGFRGELL LLPTQSIWT MQTEIQFK
28  
***COUP_TF1_M***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
29  
***Svp46_Br***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
30  
***COUP_TF1_X***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
31  
***COUP_TF1_M***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
32  
***COUP_Bf***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
33  
***Svp46_Br***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
34  
***KCOUP_TFB***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
35  
***KCOUP_TFB***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
36  
***COUP_TF1_Xl***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
37  
***NHR_Ae***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYVSQYPH QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
38  
***Svp_Bm***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYTSQPHT QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
39  
***sev1_Dm***  
CGLSAADHIH SL/QEKSQCAL EEYTSQPHT QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVEQPLFV
40  
***AmNR8x5***  
SGLTPFQYIE SL/KEKTCAL EEYTVNQIY PFRKFQALLL RLPSLRSYSL SVEQPLFV
41  
***EAR2_Mm***  
CGLSDLPAVHE SL/KEKAQVAL TEYTVAQPHT QPFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVELKLFV
42  
***AmNR8x4***  
PGLSNPXSIILR/KEKASAL EDYLRQKTQIH KFQFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVELKLFV
43  
***AmNR4A***  
PGLSNPXSIILR/KEKASAL EDYLRQKTQIH KFQFRKFLL RLPSLRTYSL SVELKLFV
44  
***NR2E1_Fr***  
RFSRNAASA AALQDDAQTLT ILSYHTYRT QPFRKFLL LLPSLHSISSL STEEVEFV
45  
***NR2E1b_Fr***  
RAFNSRNAASA AALQDDAQTLT ILSYHTYRT QPFRKFLL LLPSLRSYSL STEEVEFV
46  
***NR2E1_Mm***  
RFSRNAASA AALQDDAQTLT ILSYHTYRT QPFRKFLL LLPSLRSYSL STEEVEFV
47  
***Am11x24***  
-- =LPKAEQVE SQTDQDAMVL GEYVRAAGQT QLAPRFQAL LLPSLRTYSL KEEFPLFV
48  
***NR23_Mm***  
-- =LPKAEQVE SQTDQDAMVL GEYVRAAGQT QLAPRFQAL LLPSLRTYSL KEEFPLFV
49  
***PRAP_Bt***  
-- =LPKAEQVE SQTDQDAMVL GEYVRAAGQT QLAPRFQAL LLPSLRTYSL KEEFPLFV
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| 1 | RXRG_Mm | LIGDTPIDSF LMEMLETP |
| 2 | RXRG_XL | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLETP |
| 3 | RXRA_Br | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 4 | RXRA_Po | LIGDTPIDT- UN----- |
| 5 | RXRA_Xl | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 6 | RXRA_Mm | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 7 | RXR_Br | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 8 | RXRE_Br | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 9 | RXRD_Br | LIGNTPIDTF LMEMLESP |
| 10 | RXRG_Po | LIGDTPIDT-_______ |
| 11 | RXRB_Xl | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 12 | RXRB_Mm | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 13 | RXR_Bg | LIGDQPIDTF LMEMLENP |
| 14 | RXR_Bf | LIGDTPIDTF LMEMLEAP |
| 15 | RXR_Aa | LIGDTPIDSF LLMNLEAP |
| 16 | USP_Tm | LIGDVPIDTF LMEMLESP |
| 17 | Uspa_Ae | MIGDVPIDDF LVEMLESR |
| 18 | Uspa_Aal | LLSHKILDSP IVEML--- |
| 19 | Utraasp | LVADTSIASY IHDALRNH |
| 20 | RXR_Tc | LIGDVFMDTF LLDILEVD |
| 21 | HNF4_A_Mm | LGONAK1IDL QEMGLLGG |
| 22 | HNF4_G_Xl | LGOMAK1IDL QEBMLLGG |
| 23 | HNF4_G_Mm | LGOMKIDNL QEMGMLLG |
| 24 | HNF4b_Xl | LGVARIDSL QEMLLLGG |
| 25 | HNF4_Dm | LGVAHIISSL QEMLLLGG |
| 26 | CG9310_Dm | LGVAHIISSL QEMGMLLG |
| 27 | HNF4a_Ae | LGVAHIISSL QEMGMLLG |
| 28 | COUP_TF1_M | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 29 | Svp40_Br | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 30 | COUP_TF1_X | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 31 | COUP_Bf | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 32 | XCOUP_TFB | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 33 | Svp46_Br | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 34 | COUP_TF_Xl | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 35 | NHR_Ae | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 36 | Svp Bm | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 37 | sev1_Dm | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 38 | AmNR7x5 | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 39 | EAR2_Mm | LVGTKPIETL IREDLSSG |
| 40 | COUP_Hv | LGHGPSNDSL VEGMYLGG |
| 41 | AmNR8x4 | LGAVRIENJ MSNISISS |
| 42 | AmNR4A | LGTVKIESJ MTNIISNS |
| 43 | NR2E1_Fr | LGTPVPITRL ISDMYKSS |
| 44 | NR2E1b_Fr | LGTPVPITRL ISDMYKSS |
| 45 | NR2E1_Mm | LGTPVPITRL ISDMYKSS |
| 46 | Am11x24 | LGTPVPIETL ISDMMKND |
| 47 | NR23_Mm | LGTPVPIETL ISDMYKSS |
| 48 | FRAP_Bt | LGTPVPIETL ISDMYKSS |